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1. Let P be a field of prime characteristic different from 2 or 3

and L a Lie algebra over F with an abelian Cartan subalgebra H. For

a in H* (the dual space of H) set P«= {x£L| [xh] =aih)x, for all h

in Pf], and as usual, if L„t^(0), a is called a root with respect to H

and La the root space for a. We haveL0 = Hand [LaLf/]ELa+$. Selig-

man and Mills in [l] have called L a Lie algebra of classical type if

L contains an abelian Cartan subalgebra H and if H and L satisfy:

(i)   [LL]=L.
(ii) L has center (0).

(iii) L is a direct sum of subspaces La.

(iv) If a is a nonzero root, then [P„P_a] is one-dimensional.

(v) If a is a nonzero root and fSEH*, then there is a positive inte-

ger m such that @+ma is not a root.

Let L be a Lie algebra over P such that Lk is of classical type,

where K is the algebraic closure of F. An extension field P of P is

called a splitting field for L provided Lp is of classical type. We can

now state the main theorem of this paper as:

Theorem 1.1. Every semisimple Lie algebra over F with nondegener-

ate Killing form (x, y) =tr(adx)(ady) has a separable splitting field.

Note that if F is finite and L has nondegenerate Killing form then

every finite extension is separable, in particular one that splits L.

Therefore, we may assume, in what follows, that F is infinite.

2. Lemma 2.1. If L is semisimple with nondegenerate Killing form,

then L contains a regular element x such that the minimum polynomial

of ad(x) has the form:

m(a) = X II (^ - «(*))
a

where the a(x) are distinct and different from zero in some extension P

of F.

Proof. Recall that an element x in L is regular provided the 0-

space of ad(x) has minimal dimension. If x is regular in L and P is
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an extension of F then x is regular in LP. To see this, let («i, u2, • ■ ■ , un)

be a basis for L and (Xi, X2, ■ • ■ , Xn) be algebraically independent

indeterminants. Let F' = F(Xi, ■ • ■ , Xn). Then X= Y^iUi is in

LF> and the characteristic polynomial of ad(X) is given by:

n

det (A/ - ad(X)) = Y Mi(X)\\
o

where Mi(X)EF[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn]. If x= £"£,•%, then Af<(*;)=0 for

i<r, where r is the dimension of the zero space of ad(x), and Mr(%)

9*0. Also, since x is regular, Mi(rji, n2, ■ ■ ■ , ij„)=0 for i<r and all

r)i in F. Thus, since F is infinite, Mt(X) is zero for OgiO and

n

det(A7 - ad(Z)) = Y M{(X)\\
r

Now let y— Yuiui' My m F, i.e. y in LP. Then .M^p.) =0 for 0gi<r,

so that the zero space of ad(y) in LP has dimension greater than or

equal to r. Therefore x is regular in LP as claimed. As in the above, for

generic element X in LP< we have:

det(A7 - ad(.Y)) = Xr(Mr(X) + Mr+i(X)X + • • • + Mn(X)\n-A,

where Mr(X)9*0. Consider g(X, X), where:

g(X, A) = Mr(X) + Mr(X)\ + • • • + Mn(X)\»-'.

Then g(X, \)EF[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn, X] Cf(X„ • • • , X„) [X] =F'[X], and
thus g has a discriminant given by:

D(XU ■ ■ ■ , Xn) = ( TI (Pi ~ Pi)) ,

where pi, p2, • • • , p„_r are all roots of g(X, X) as a polynomial in X

in some splitting field over F', multiple ones taken as many times as

their multiplicity. Now, D(Xi, • • ■ , X„) is a symmetric function of

the roots and therefore is in the ring generated by the elementary

functions of the roots, i.e. the ring generated by Mr(X), Mr+i(X),

• • ■ , Mn-r(X). Thus, there exists a polynomial Q(yr, yr+i, • ■ ■ , yn)

with integral coefficients such that

Q(Mr(X), ■■■, Mn(X)) = 0

if and only if g(X, X) has repeated roots in its splitting field. Consider

q(X) = Mr(X)Q(Mr(X), ■ ■ ■, Mn(X)). Then q(X)EF[Xu ■ ■ -,Xn]
and if q(X)9*0 there exist elements £i, •••,£« in F such that

<Z(£i. • • • . £n)?*0. Suppose such an re-tuple exists and set x= YLhuu
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x£P- Then ad(x) has characteristic polynomial

det(XJ - ad(x)) = \'iMriH) + Mr+i(£)X + • • • + X"-).

ikfr(£)^0 and Jkfr(£) + Mr+i(£)X+ • • ■ + Af„(£)Xn-r has distinct roots

in a splitting field. Thus x is regular and the minimum polynomial of

ad(x) has the form:

m(X) = X II (X - «(*)),
a

where a(x) are distinct and different from zero. It remains to show

that g(X)^0. For this, let Pf be a standard Cartan subalgebra in

Lr and hoEH be such that a(fto) are distinct and nonzero for all roots

a relative to H. If ft0 = X)wiM» w.-G-K, then g(wi, • • • , w„) is not zero,

so that g(Ari, • • • , X„)^0, as desired.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra over F

of dimension ra, with nondegenerate Killing form, and x a regular ele-

ment, where the dimension of the zero-space of ad(x) is r and where

the minimum polynomial of ad(x) has the form:

(1) Mx(X) = X TI (X - «(*)),       «(*) G F,
a

with all a(x) distinct, different from zero, and w — r in number. We

will show that P is of classical type. Note that (ii) is satisfied by our

hypotheses. Let H be the zero space of ad(x). Then H is the Cartan

subalgebra of L which will play the role of satisfying the remaining

axioms, and H has dimension r. Since all a(x) are distinct and char-

acteristic roots of ad(x), the subspaces L0(*) corresponding to a(x)

have dimension one. Then we have

(2) L = H + IZ La.
a

Now for hEH, [hx]=0 and if yELa, [[yft]x] = [[yx]ft] =a(x) [yft].

Thus [yh]ELa, i.e. [LaH]C.La for a(x)^0. Since La is one dimen-

sional this means that for eaELa and hEH, [eah] = X(ft)ea. Set a(ft)

= X(Zt). Thus the characteristic roots of ad(fe) are in the ground field

and La is a root space relative to H. Furthermore, the restriction to

H of the Killing form on L is nondegenerate. To see this, let hEH,

e«ELa, for a^O. Then [eah] =aih)ea and we can choose eal)ELa such

that [e™h]=ea. Then (A, e„) = (ft, [««*]) = ([**], ci1))=0. Thus

(fp Pa) =0 for all a^O and the form must be nondegenerate on H. It

follows that H is abelian. In the case where P is algebraically closed
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this is a result due to Zassenhaus. In the general case a field extension

argument gives the result. This, together with (2) now shows that

axiom (iii) holds.

Thus we have that L contains an abelian Cartan subalgebra H,

and that relative to a fixed basis for L, ad(h) has a diagonal matrix

for every hEH- Next we note that if a is a root different from zero,

then so is —a. For, lete„£L„, epELp. Then, for some hEH, ea= [eah],

and (e$, ea) = (ep, [eji]) = ([e$ea], h)=0, unless |8= — a, since [e$ea]

ELa+8- If L_o = (0) we have (L, e„)=0, a contradiction.

The nondegeneracy of the form (x, y) on H implies that for each

aEH* there exists an haEH such that (ha, h) =a(h), for all hEH.

In what follows we shall have occasion to refer to results in Selig-

man's Memoir [2] which we shall denote by M.

Lemma 3.1 (M, Corollary 3.2). If eaELa, e-aEL-a, then [e_ae«]

= (e-a, ea)h.

Since L has nondegenerate form, every derivation of L is inner [3].

Thus, for xEL, ad(x)p is a derivation in L and there exists a unique

yEL such that ad(x)p = ad(y). Setting xp = y, L becomes a restricted

Lie algebra over F and the adjoint mapping is a restricted representa-

tion of L.

We turn now to a modification of two results due to Jacobson deal-

ing with low-dimensional Lie algebras and their representations (M,

Lemma 4.1 and 4.2). The modification involves replacing algebraic

closure of the ground field with the fact that for the representation U

we have U(h) is diagonalizable for all hEH.

Lemma 3.2. Let L be a two-dimensional Lie algebra over F with basis

elements e, h, and [eh] =e. Let U be an irreducible representation of L

such that U(h) and U(e)p are diagonalizable. Then either U(e)p = 0 or

U is equivalent to the p-dimensional representation W:

0    1    0 • • • 0] (A 0

0   0    1 • • -0 A + l
W(e) = ,        W(h) =

0    0 • • • 0    1

.0    0 • • • 0    oj (0 A A- p - 1.

Proof. Suppose U(e)p= U(ep)9*0. Then, since U(e)p and U(h)p

— U(h) are diagonalizable by our assumptions, these matrices are

scalar. For, if Vi = {v \ v U(e)p = \v}, and V2 = {v \ v (U(h)p - U(h)) = uv},

then these are invariant subspaces of the representation space

V and since one of them is not zero for some X by diagonalizability

one must be the whole space. Thus in each case, U(e)v = al, oEF,
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and Z7(ft)p— ZJ(ft) =pl, pEF- Now, let X be a characteristic root of

Uih) and v^O such that vU(ti) =\v. Then vUie)v = vv, and the space

spanned by \v, vUie), • ■ • , vUie)v~l) is an invariant subspace of

dimension p, thus the whole space V. To see the invariance, we note:

(3) vUie)kUih) = (X + k)vUie)k,       0 £ i £ f - 1.

Now, relative to this basis for V, the matrices of Uih) and ZJ(e) have

the form of the lemma.

Lemma 3.3. PeZ L be a three-dimensional Lie algebra over F with

basis e, /, h and let [ef] =h, [fh] = 0 = [eh]. Let Ubea nonzero irreduci-

ble representation of L such that f/(e)p = 0 and £/(/)" = 0 and Uih) is

diagonalizable. Then tr(u(e)U(f))=0.

Proof. Since Uih) is diagonalizable and centralizes the represen-

tation we have Uih) is scalar, i.e. U(h)=\I. If X = 0, then U(e)U(f)

= Uif) Uie). Since both Uie) and U(f) are nilpotent, so is U(e) U(f),

and thus tr(Z7(e) Uif)) =0. Suppose now that X?^0 and let vj^O be

an element of the representation space Fsuch that vUij) =0. Such a

v exists since Uif) is nilpotent. Now, let K be the space spanned by

{v, vUie), • • • , vUiey-1}. Then KUie)EK and KUih)EK. Fur-

thermore, we have:

(4) vU(e)hU(f) = vUie)k~lUif)Uie) + vU(e)k~lU(h).

Actually, by induction we have:

(5) vU(e)kU(f) = kXivUiey-1),        k £ 1.

Thus, K=V, the whole space, and thus {v, vUie), • • • , vUie)""1} is

a basis for V. The matrices relative to this basis are:

0    1    0 • • • 0) ro    0   0       • • •       0

0   0    1 • • • 0 XOO       •••       0
Uie) = , Uif) =W        0    0    0 • • ■ 1 0    2X ■ • •        0

0   0   0 • • • OJ [0   0 • • ■ ip - 1)X    0.

and thus tr(P(e) Uif)) =0 as claimed.

Using these lemmas together with our diagonalizability condition

we can now prove the following analogues of the required theorems

in M.

Theorem 3.1 (M, Theorem 4.1). If a^0 is a root then e£ = 0.

Proof. For hEH, [heva] =0, thus elEH. Choose h such that a(ft)

= 1. Then \ea, ft} forms a two-dimensional Lie algebra Pi as in

Lemma 3.2. For the representation ZJ(x) take adi(x). Then, the re-

striction of U to Pi can be written in the form:
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Ui

U2 0

*

Furthermore, since adr,(fe) are diagonal for hEH, the same holds for

adL(h) restricted to M, M an irreducible Li submodule of L, and for

the transformations induced by adx,(fe) in L/M. Continuing this

argument on L/M we see that Ui(h) is a diagonal matrix relative to

a suitable basis for each hEH.

Now (el, h) =tr(U(ea)pU(h)) and either Ui(ea)p = 0 or Ui(ea) has

the form of Lemma 3.2. In any case, tr(Ui(ea)pUi(h)) is zero so that

(eva, h)=0. This holds whenever a(K)9*0. If a(h)=0, let hEH be

chosen such that a(h) 9*0. Then a(hArh) 9*0 and (el, h) = (el, hArh)

-(el, h) =0. Thus, (eva, H)=0, which gives ^ = 0.

Theorem 3.2 (M, Theorem 4.2). If a9*0 is a root, then a(ha)9*0.

Proof. Suppose a(ha) =0 and ea9*0, eaELa, e^a9*0, e-aEL-a such

that (ea, e-a) = 1. By Lemma 3.1 [e_ae«] =ha. Let Li be the algebra

spanned by {ea, e_„, ha}. For the irreducible constituent Ui of the

restriction of U = adL toLi we have Ui(ea)p = 0 and f/,(e_a)p = 0. Thus

by Lemma 3.3 we obtain tr(Ui(e^a)Ui(ea)) = 0. Therefore,

tr(U(e-a)U(ea))=0, i.e. (e_a, ea)—0, a contradiction.

Now, by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 we have [LaL-a] is one di-

mensional, giving us axiom (iv). Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 make it pos-

sible now to use the results of §5 of M. (For a complete proof of M,

Lemma 5.1 see [l].) In particular, axiom (v) for our algebras is a

consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 in M.

Finally, for axiom (i), we note that [LL]k= [LkLk]=Lk, K the

algebraic closure of F. Hence we have:

dimP[LL] = dimK[LL~]K = dim^Lx = dimPL.

Therefore, [LL] —L. Thus, our algebra L is of classical type and this

together with Lemma 2.1 proves Theorem 1.1.
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